Chairman Buchanan, Ranking Member Doggett, Members of the Committee, thank you for the chance to testify on the important subject of “tax extenders.” My testimony will discuss the provisions that were recently extended retroactively through 2017 in the context of our overall fiscal challenges and the recently enacted tax overhaul.

1. Continuing to renew tax extenders without offsetting them would drain needed revenue, making it harder to meet our fiscal and economic challenges

The United States needs to raise more revenue, not less, to meet our national challenges. An aging population and the retirement of the Baby Boom generation are putting increasing pressure on the federal budget. Existing levels of revenue will not be enough to fully meet commitments to Social Security and Medicare over the long term. At the same time, the United States has substantially underinvested in critical national priorities, including infrastructure, education, and child care, even as we face new and growing challenges like the opioid crisis. Among advanced economies, the United States is a very low-tax country, ranking 31st out of 35 countries in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).

In December, the Congressional majority and President Trump enacted major tax legislation (the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, or TCJA) that will add $1.5 trillion to deficits over the next ten years according to the official estimate, significantly worsening our fiscal situation. The Administration now projects federal revenue to be just 16.3 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in fiscal year 2019 – well below historical averages. In fact, the only times when revenue has dipped as low as 16.3 percent of GDP or lower have been in the wake of the last two recessions. It is alarming that revenues are projected to be so low at a time when the Administration forecasts a very strong economy. Corporate tax receipts will average only 1.2 percent of GDP in the coming years, according to the Administration’s projections – 50 percent less than the average over the past three decades.

The remaining tax extenders should be considered in this context. The one-year extension through 2017 of provisions that had expired after 2016, which was included in the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, will add approximately $13 billion to deficits. The cost of extending these expiring provisions over the next decade is much more - $92.5 billion, according to the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT). Having passed an extremely costly and irresponsible tax bill that
will result in even more pressure on vital programs and make it harder to address unmet priorities, Congress needs to stop digging. That means that the tax extenders should be addressed at least on a revenue-neutral basis, by offsetting the cost of extending any provisions or keeping them expired.

2. **Stability and permanence are important goals in tax policy. But the tax code is more unstable, with more temporary provisions, than before “tax reform.”**

The fact that we are even here today is a further illustration of why the tax law enacted in December failed basic tests for “tax reform.” The unfortunate fact is that the tax code is significantly more unstable and uncertain, with many more expiring or delayed provisions, than was the case beforehand. Prior to passage of TCJA, there were just 11 income tax provisions that were due to expire in the future, by JCT’s count; now, there are 35. With few exceptions, all of the individual tax changes made by TCJA are temporary. Several significant business tax cuts are also temporary, creating new “extenders.” Many of the business revenue-raisers are also delayed. If there is one basic expectation for tax reform, it would have been to end the year-to-year uncertainty caused by Congress’s extenders habit and increase the permanence of the tax code. But here we are.

It should also be noted that expiring and delayed provisions are only one source of tax code instability. The hasty, untransparent consideration of the tax bill and the decision to create new tax preferences, including in particular the new section 199A deduction for certain pass-through business income, has produced troublesome glitches as well as vast new tax avoidance opportunities. The complexities of the new law, especially given the lack of deliberation, public hearings, and sufficient time for scrutiny by experts, will result in unanticipated consequences and costs for years to come. Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) now face the immediate challenge of interpreting and enforcing the new law, but many of the problems will likely only be fixed with future legislation – which Congress is already being asked to consider in some areas. The net result is a tax code that is significantly more unstable than before Congress passed what was billed as a once-in-a-generation tax reform.

3. **Renewing extenders without paying for them would further undermine the agreement Congress made in 2015 to address the extenders**

Before TCJA, Congress had made progress in addressing the extenders. The list of extenders was much larger in 2015, when Congress reached an agreement to make some of them permanent while allowing others to expire at the end of 2016. That agreement, called the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act (PATH Act), was intended to end the ritual of extending provisions for one or two years at a time while adding their cost to the deficit. For example, Speaker Ryan said that “we are ending Washington’s days of extending tax policies one year at a time.” Chairman Brady said that the 2015 extenders deal would “identify what truly are permanent parts of the code.” Senate Finance Chairman Hatch asserted that the PATH Act would put “an end to the repeated tax extenders exercise that has plagued Congress for decades.” He said it would “adjust the tax and revenue baseline to make conditions vastly more favorable for comprehensive
tax reform in the future” – implying that Congress would adhere to the revenue baseline set by the PATH Act.

The clear intent was that the provisions expiring in 2016 would either be allowed to expire or be addressed in comprehensive tax reform. As its proponents argued, the PATH Act created stability and certainty – and it stanched the fiscal damage from extenders by allowing many provisions to expire and putting others on a glide path to expiration.

Congress has now unfortunately backslid into old habits, renewing the tax breaks that had expired after 2016, including special-interest tax breaks like the shorter depreciation schedules for racehorses, motorsports racetracks, and film and television productions. To be sure, some of these provisions serve important national interests like promoting energy efficiency. But extending them on a temporary basis, and even worse on a retroactive basis, makes them less effective than they should be. Meanwhile, our tax code still includes permanent subsidies for fossil fuels that have existed for decades. TCJA was a missed opportunity to modernize our tax code to end inefficient fossil fuel subsidies and strengthen incentives for clean and renewable energy. One way that temporary incentives for clean and renewable energy can be extended and/or made permanent in a fiscally neutral way is by rolling back fossil fuel subsidies.

4. **Extending tax breaks retroactively is the worst of all worlds**

The provisions we are discussing today all expired at the end of 2016 and were extended retroactively for 2017 more than a month into 2018. It is not possible to incent behavior in the past. When Congress subsidizes activities or business decisions that have already happened, it is simply conferring a windfall on certain taxpayers, with no hope of boosting economic activity or jobs or influencing decision-making in a positive way.

Retroactive tax changes also disrupt the tax filing process. The IRS had already opened the 2017 tax filing season, and people had already filed tax returns, when Congress renewed the extenders for 2017. The IRS was not ready to process certain tax breaks, and recommended to taxpayers that they either wait longer to file their taxes or file, and then submit amended returns. This pointless confusion adds to the burdens on filers, who deal with enough complexity to begin with, and on the already-stretched IRS.

5. **Tax extenders create the opportunity for budget gimmickry that obscures the deficit impacts of tax cuts**

Sometimes there are very legitimate reasons for making a tax provision temporary – to provide tax cuts to counteract a recession, for example. But Congress has also used “sunsets” to obscure the real long-term costs of new tax cuts. And last year, Congress used temporary tax cuts whose long-term cost was never built into budgets to justify new tax cuts. One of the main ways that the Administration and congressional proponents of TCJA argued that the bill would cost less than the official estimate of about $1.5 trillion was to measure their bill against a so-called “current policy” baseline that assumed Congress would extend expiring tax breaks. In other words, proponents argued that the cost of the new tax overhaul should be measured not against current
law revenue levels, but against the lower revenue levels under an alternative scenario in which Congress extended all the expiring tax breaks forever. They assumed that any tax overhaul would appear $400 billion or $500 billion less costly if compared against “current policy” rather than current law.

This approach was problematic for a number of reasons. Congress had never budgeted for the permanent extension of the extenders – each of them were scored as temporary when originally enacted or when renewed – so measuring new major legislation against a current policy baseline hid the fact that making these provisions permanent entailed substantial fiscal costs. And after the PATH Act, it was inappropriate to measure policies against a “current policy” baseline given Congress’s clear intent to allow the 2016 extenders to expire.

Congress did not officially use a current policy baseline for TCJA, but it was one of the major excuses that the Administration and Members of Congress used for dismissing TCJA’s $1.5 trillion deficit impact. Just two months later, however, Congress renewed many of the provisions that it had just implicitly taken credit for ending – and did so only for one year, thus obscuring their long-term cost. Through this process, Congress is bootstrapping costly tax cuts on top of each other without budgeting honestly for the long-term deficits that will result.

* * *

In conclusion, Congress should have ended the gimmicky routine on tax extenders long ago, and certainly should have done so in legislation that was billed as a once-in-a-generation tax reform. But better late than never. That means that Congress should address the 2017 extenders responsibly by fully offsetting the cost of making provisions permanent or actually letting them expire. And it should do the same for the many other temporary or delayed provisions Congress will confront in the coming years. Revenue under current law is insufficient to meet our national needs and Congress should not make the problem worse with more unpaid-for tax cuts.
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